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MARTIAL ARTS tHE JOY OF BrEAKInG

by Master Terry Wisniewski

• Master Terry 
Wisniewski is a 7th 
degree black belt 
in iTf Taekwon-do, 
founder of Tien 
Lung Taekwon-do.  
he is a full time 
professional Tae-
kwon-do instructor 
with three schools. 
as a 9-time coach 
for Team Canada he 
has trained World 
Champions in Pat-
terns, Self defense 
& Power breaking.

Use Breaking to Develop a 
deVastatinG side kick

B
reaking should be a 
regular part of school 
curriculums because 
it’s one of the best 
ways to develop dev-

astating capabilities.  There is 
a distinct difference between 
pushing a technique into a soft 
target that will never damage 
anything or anyone and snap-
ping one out that can save your 
life.

In my three schools in Cana-
da, students break every week. 
As they progress they learn 
strikes using most tools.  The 
Side Kick is one of the most 
powerful and useful techniques 
in a martial artist’s arsenal. A 
good side kick is devastating 
at full extension but it can also 
break ribs as close as a foot 
away.  It can be fast like a jab or 
hit like a sledge hammer.

Proper technique for the 
side kick is based on the laws 
of motion and biomechanics.  
We’ll keep the physics simple. 
To explain biomechanics we are 
lucky to have Jonathan Cheung, 
a high performance strength 
and conditioning coach. 

Here’s How to Develop a 
DEVASTATING Side Kick!  

 SIDE KICK BREAKING TIPS
1. The middle of the board should be approximately 1 
fist above the height of the belt. If the breaker cannot 
position their breaking foot and knee slightly above the 
crack when chambered properly….lower the board. 
Jon: “This is optimal because the elevated sideways position 
of the hip while kicking, and the slight downward angle of 
hip to heel on impact, allows body mass to add impact.” 

2. The breaking foot should be pulled backwards towards the kicker and chamber in 
front of the body. Chamber the breaking knee as far as possible in front of the chest 
(NOT by the buttocks) towards the opposite shoulder away from the board. Keep the 
toes pointing upwards and maintain an approximate 90 degree angle between the 
thigh and calf.  Jon: “Keeping the leg at a 90 degree angle of flexion at the knee and hip 
during the chambering phase allows the glute and hamstrings to generate force, THEN the 
quadriceps will follow with the extension of the knee. With this technique, you utilize all 
three major leg muscles, the quads, glute and hamstrings to generate maximal force.”

3. Chamber the leg in an elliptical motion and kick 
without pausing or stopping.  
Jon: “Science supports this as muscles have an elastic 
component to them called the stretch shortening cycle (SSC). 
Pulling the breaking foot backwards towards the body, called 
the eccentric movement, creates the SSC then immedi-
ately shooting it towards the board, called the concentric 
movement, utilizes the stretch. Stopping the movement will 
dissipate the SSC, reducing both speed and power.”

PoSiTion board onE fiST abovE bELT

ProPEr ChaMbEring

4. Throughout the 
extension of the kick, 
the breaking foot 
should angle towards 
the target and NOT 
come into line with the 
hips and shoulders 
until the last 6-12”. 
Keep the breaking toes 
pointed upwards until 
the very end to help 
position the knee joint.  
Jon: “This allows for 
the most beneficial 
sequences of muscle 
contraction and maxi-
mal muscle recruitment 
which will increase 
power.”ProPEr EXTEnSion ToWardS boardS

CorrECT - roTaTion inTo ThE STriKE

inCorrECT - KnEE PoinTing doWn

5. In the final stage, the supporting foot must rotate so that 
the toes point away from the board, simultaneously the break-
ing foot rotates toes downward.   As the toes point down, the 
entire leg rotates on an axis (imagine a chicken rotisserie 
skewer) rather than the knee dropping and pointing down. 
Jon: “The external rotation of the hip on the base foot will assist 
in getting full extension of the pelvis to produce the maximum 
amount of force.”
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The breaker stands sideways to the board, steps towards the 
board (with the foot that  is the furthest away from the board) 
and behind the front foot and in one smooth motion, lifts the 
front foot up, knee to chest (chambering it) and shoots the leg 

out to smash the target with the heel. 
Sounds simple but many martial artists have sidekicks that 

wouldn’t slow down a determined attacker. This is usually due to 
improper chambering by poor body alignment (knee and lower 
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6. On impact make a straight 
line from shoulder to heel with 
all the joints locked (back, 
hips, knee, ankle) and stomach 
contracted.  Jon: “The greatest 
amount of force the body can 
produce will always be in a 
straight line as the only way we 
can produce pushing force is to 
extend every joint. If there is a 
bend in the torso or any joint there 
will be a loss in generated power 
which will decrease the amount of 
force transferred from the foot to 
the board. In addition the opposing 
force from kicking the board will be 
absorbed more effi ciently when the 
body is straight which will keep the 
athlete balanced and stable once 
they have completed the kick.”
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Flow and Flexibility
These carefully chosen techniques from the 
Budokon System will teach you to address areas 
of weakness and limited range while cultivating 
kinetic chains of energy and seamless 
transitions. Props recommended: fitness mat, 
yoga brick. Item DPP01 / $25.00

Strength and Balance
This program is designed specifically to 
strengthen and tone the entire body while 
cultivating incredible arm and single leg 
balance. Props recommended: fitness mat, yoga 
brick. Item DPP02 / $25.00 

Power and Agility
This is the preferred training tool for 
experienced yogis, MMA fighters, martial 
artists, and Olympic athletes alike. Props 
recommended: fitness mat, yoga brick. Item 
DPP03 / $25.00 

ENTERPRISES

FEATURED ITEMS
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